Get a Taste of Science in France!

FRENCH SCIENCES PROGRAMS
A RESEARCH-BASED APPROACH

From Campus France and its network of French language centers, short scientific and language programs in cutting-edge sectors.

PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR

University students in scientific and technical fields, English speakers (B2 level required), complete beginners in French.

3 AND 4 WEEK PROGRAMS*
Starting dates throughout the year

A DISTINCTIVE FOCUS in each region and in each French language center

- “Micro, nano & smart technology for industrial applications” - Besançon, CLA 16 ECTS credits
- “Science & technology of the sea” - Brest, CIEL Bretagne 6 ECTS credits
- “Focus on Sustainable Development” - Montpellier, Accent Français
- “Focus on transport and energy” - Rouen, French in Normandy 6 ECTS credits

IN ENGLISH
- Visits to companies and laboratories
- Presentations on engineering programs
- Thematic debates

IN FRENCH
- Instruction in French as a foreign language

A COMPLETE ACADEMIC AND LOGISTICAL PACKAGE

- Airport pickup, transportation to and from language center*
- Housing (three options)
- Tutoring and monitoring of progress
- Medical insurance link provided by Campus France
- Assessment and final report

FEES

FROM €1,960 TO €2,140**

A FULL ARRAY OF CULTURAL ACTIVITIES THAT DRAW ON THE REGION’S STRENGTHS

*Minimum of 10 students is required **Students residence/depending on program length